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Welcome to your BTEC First 2012 delivery
guide
This delivery guide is a companion to your BTEC First Award Specification. It contains
a wealth of ideas for practical activities, realistic scenarios and independent learning,
helping to bring the content of the units to life. The aim of this guide is to show how
the content of the specification might work in practice and to inspire you to start
thinking about different ways to deliver your course. The guidance has been put
together by teachers who understand the challenges of finding new and engaging
ways to deliver a BTEC programme, which means you can be sure the guidance is
relevant and achievable.
Unit-by-unit guidance is given and includes suggestions on how to approach the
learning aims and unit content as well as providing ideas for interesting and varied
activities. You will also find a list of carefully selected resources for each unit,
including suggestions for books, websites and videos that you can either direct your
learners to use or that you can use as a way to complement your delivery.
Guidance about the new features of the BTEC Firsts is also included, providing an
explanation of how these work and what you will need to consider as you plan the
course. You will also find comprehensive coverage of assessment, including useful
advice about external assessment, as well as extensive guidance about how to plan,
design and deliver your assignments. Information about the Quality Assurance
process will help you understand the different roles and responsibilities of individuals
within your centre, and how you can work closely with Pearson to enable the
successful running of your programme.
This delivery guide is intended to be read in conjunction with the qualification
specification.
● The specification tells you what must be taught and gives guidance about how it
should be assessed.
● This delivery guide gives suggestions about how the content could be delivered.
The suggestions given in this delivery guide link with the suggested assignment
outlines in the specification but they are not compulsory; they are designed to get
you started and to spark your imagination.
Remember that all assignments must go through internal verification before being
delivered to learners.
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INTRODUCTION

1 Introducing the new BTEC First Award in
Application of Science
BTEC First qualifications were originally designed for use in colleges, schools and the
workplace as an introductory level 2 course for learners wanting to study in the
context of a vocational sector. This is still relevant today. The skills learnt in studying
a BTEC First will aid progression to further study and prepare learners to enter the
workplace in due course.
BTECs are vocationally related qualifications, where learners develop knowledge and
understanding by applying their learning and skills in a work-related context.
Additionally, they are popular and effective because they engage learners to take
responsibility for their own learning and to develop skills that are essential for the
modern-day workplace.
These skills include: team working; working from a prescribed brief; working to
deadlines; presenting information effectively; and accurately completing
administrative tasks and processes. BTEC Firsts motivate learners, and open doors to
progression into further study and responsibility within the workplace.
The Application of Science Award has been designed to deliver the Key Stage 4
Programme of Study for science by covering the key scientific principles vital for both
scientists and citizens of the future. The qualification is appropriate for learners of all
abilities who will benefit from a practical and applied approach to learning in a
vocational context. It has been developed to:
● exemplify scientific principles in vocational contexts, leading to an understanding
of how those principles are applied in practice, and how they can facilitate a move
either onto further periods of study or into employment
● give learners the opportunity to gain a broad understanding and knowledge of
science principles and practice.
The BTEC philosophy of learning through doing remains at the heart of this
qualification. Learners will be given the opportunity to gain a broad understanding
and knowledge of, and skills in, the applied science sector.
In addition, the BTEC Firsts in Applied Science has been developed to:
● encourage personal development, motivation and confidence, through practical
participation and by giving learners responsibility for their own projects
● encourage learners to develop people, communication, planning and team-working
skills
● give opportunities for learners to achieve a nationally recognised level 1 or level 2
qualification in Applied Science
● support progression into a more specialised level 3 vocational or academic course,
or into an apprenticeship
● give learners the potential opportunity to enter employment within a wide range of
junior job roles across the applied science sector – typical employment
opportunities may be as a laboratory technician or in roles involving sample
analysis in environmental protection or healthcare.
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Developing the qualification in response to change
The new suite of BTEC Firsts are now available on the National Qualifications Framework
(NQF). The NQF fully supports both academic and vocationally related progression
pathways and is not purely for competency-based qualifications like the QCF.
As part of the development of the Next Generation BTEC Firsts in Applied Science we
have taken into account:
● policy reports into the applied science sector
● many consultations with schools, FE, HE and employers.
Applied Science adopts a different structure from other qualifications in the suite, to
reflect the unique nature of science learning. To ensure sufficient breadth and depth,
instead of a single Award, Applied Science has two Awards. This Delivery Guide is for
the Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Application of Science. There is an
additional Delivery Guide for the Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in
Principles of Applied Science.

Progression opportunities
Learners can progress from this qualification to the BTEC Level 3 Nationals in Applied
Science, including the Forensic Science and Medical Science endorsed pathways or
complete extended certificates or diplomas within the BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First
suite.
Learners can also progress to a range of BTEC Level 2 National qualifications in
related areas such as Beauty Therapy Science, Health and Social Care, Sport and
Exercise Science, Engineering, Construction, Land-based, Pharmacy Services or
Dental Technology. Alternatively, they can progress to NVQs such as the Laboratory
and Associated Technical Activities or Laboratory Science.
The underpinning knowledge, practical and vocational scientific skills learnt on the
Application of Science course will enhance and support the progression to a
competency-based course.
For learners who wish to progress to GCEs in science it is recommended that they
also take further units from the larger-sized BTEC First qualifications and are
provided with support on GCE assessment methods.

Comparing specification structures and unit content
A table mapping the content of the new BTEC First Award against the BTEC Level 2
First Extended Certificate (QCF) is available. This mapping will help you transition
from one specification to the other by highlighting where there are changes in
content: particularly where there is new content which will need to be delivered to
help your learners prepare for the new assessment. To access this table visit
www.btec.co.uk/2012.
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2 Key features of the BTEC First Awards
explained
We are always working to ensure that our qualifications are relevant, and that they
support opportunities and progression for young people. We have updated the
current BTECs to meet the needs of today’s learners, teachers, educators, employers
and universities, and also to reflect the policy decisions being introduced following
The Wolf Report (March 2011) on vocational education. Our new BTECs contain a
number of new features and it is important that you understand these and how they
relate to your delivery of the course.

Mandatory units
The BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in the Application of Science contains four
mandatory units totalling 120 guided learning hours (GLH). These units have been
developed in consultation with employers and educators who deliver vocational
qualifications at levels 2 and 3. They cover the essential knowledge and applied skills
that are a foundation of the sector and the knowledge and skills that will underpin
learning and that are considered essential for 14–19 year-old learners. The four units
in the Award are:
● Unit 5:Applications of Chemical Substances
● Unit 6: Applications of Physical Science
● Unit 7: Health Applications of Life Science
● Unit 8: Scientific Skills
Unit 8 is externally assessed through a one hour and 15 minute examination. The
external assessment provides independent confirmation that the standards are being
met but, as it represents a maximum of 25 per cent of the overall assessment, does
not distort the general BTEC approach which continues to focus on predominantly
portfolio-based applied learning.

Contextualised English and mathematics
The BTEC Firsts qualifications 2012 have been designed to help learners to develop
their essential skills in English and mathematics.
It is recognised that good literacy and numeracy skills are highly valued by
employers and by wider society and that achievement of English and mathematics at
GCSE level is key to progression through the education system and into employment.
The current Government has refocused attention on this need with a number of
education policy announcements, and development of English and mathematics was
a key recommendation in The Wolf Report.
Research has shown that for many learners the most effective way of developing
their mathematical skills and of improving their functional skills in English is to learn
them within the context of a specific area of vocational interest. Therefore, in the
new suite of BTEC Firsts we have provided opportunities for contextualised maths
and English so that learners can practise these essential skills in a meaningful way
within naturally occurring contexts.
GCSEs in mathematics and English are the current benchmark of achievement, so we
have signposted the BTEC Firsts assessment criteria to content from these GCSE
qualifications, specifically to the more functional parts of their content. This
signposting, which is indicated by a * sign for maths and a # sign for English, shows
where learners should be able to practise and develop their skills. These instances
Delivery Guide – Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Application of Science –
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occur naturally within the BTEC Firsts, for example when communicating or compiling
reports, but can be emphasised and drawn out during teaching and learning. More
detail on how this can be done is given on a unit-by-unit basis in the qualification
specification.
Where signposting does occur in the unit specification, it indicates that English and
mathematics knowledge and skills are a constituent part of the assessment
requirements of the units. This does not mean that the BTEC assessment criteria
cover the whole of the GCSE or Key Stage 4 requirements but that learners can
practice specific areas of English and mathematics. You may want to highlight this
mapping opportunity to learners during delivery.
Appendices B and C in the specification show the exact relationship between the
BTEC assessment criteria and the GCSE subject content. The mathematics content
listed is a consolidation of the full requirements in GCSE Mathematics. Note that
GCSE English and GCSE Mathematics already cover functional skills.
The following example demonstrates when learners will be able to develop their
mathematics skills within the context of a specific vocational area.
Unit 6: Applications of Physical Science – 2A.P1, 2A.P2, 2A.M1, 2A.M2, 2A.D1 –
where learners are calculating speed and velocity, they should be able to practise
mathematical skills including drawing and interpreting graphs, carrying out
calculations and substituting numerical values into formulae and equations using the
appropriate units (Mathematics 1–6, 9–14, 16 21, 24).

Delivery tips: examples of good practice
There are a number of different ways that centres can effectively manage the
delivery of units to strengthen the provision of English and mathematics. Here are
two examples.
Collaboration between the vocational teacher and mathematics/English
teachers
● In this example, the actual mathematics and English concepts are taught by
subject teachers, but they use contextualised examples from the vocational sector
to make the learning meaningful. The learners are in timetabled slots where they
attend mathematics and English lessons.
● This approach works well in larger centres where there are many learners taking
the same vocational route. It works less well when there is a range of vocational
sectors in the same mathematics/English class, although it can still be effective if
the respective teachers work closely together to plan the learning programme.
Mathematics and English are taught in specific lessons by the vocational tutor
● In this example, the learners have timetabled slots, as part of their vocational
contact time, in which their vocational teachers focus on presenting and practising
mathematics and English concepts. This model is particularly motivating for
learners because they see the direct link between skills and application, but it
relies on the vocational teachers being comfortable with teaching mathematics and
English concepts and theories.
Whichever model is chosen, we recommend that timetables include specific slots to
focus on the teaching of mathematics and English in the context of the vocational
course.

4
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Supporting learners who are unable to achieve their level 2
qualification
The new suite of BTEC Firsts is for learners aiming to achieve a level 2 qualification. Most
will achieve this, but some will not. These learners may have struggled to provide
sufficient evidence in their assignments or they may have failed their external assessment.
The new BTEC First qualifications give you the opportunity to assess your learners at
level 1 if they are not able to reach level 2 standards, recognising their learning and
achievements.
All the assessments you create must be written against the level 2 criteria and be
reliable and fit for purpose. You should not create a separate level 1 assignment. If a
learner does not provide sufficient evidence to meet the level 2 criteria, only then
should you assess their work against the level 1 criteria. The grade given will be
Unclassified if the learner does not meet the level 1 criteria.

An example of a learner being assessed against a level 1 criterion
Below is an example of an assessment grid, taken from Unit 5: Applications of
Chemical Substances. Each assessment grid includes level 1 assessment criteria.
Learning aim A: Investigate and understand enthalpy changes associated with
chemical reactions
Level 1 criterion

Level 2 Pass criterion

1A.1 Measure the temperature changes
associated with chemical reactions.*

2A.P1 Investigate temperature changes
associated with exothermic and
endothermic reactions using primary data.*

In the scenario below, learners are given the following assignment:
Assignment title: Hot or Cold?.
Scenario: You are a technical science representative for a company that makes heat
packs and cold packs to treat minor injuries. You must explain to your customers
how the products work.
Assessment evidence: Experimental reports, including diagrams and graphs.
To achieve a level 2 pass learners must carry out at least two exothermic and one
endothermic reaction, measure the temperature changes and record these changes.
They must conclude, from the measurements of temperature change, that the
reaction was exothermic (gave out heat) or endothermic (took in heat). They must
understand the meanings of those terms.
Jo attempts three reactions to investigate exothermic and endothermic reactions. In
doing so, she manages to correctly identify that the temperature increased in one
reaction or decreased in one reaction, but she did not make the link to the reaction
taking in heat or giving out heat and so whether the reactions were exothermic or
endothermic. Therefore while attempting to achieve 2A.P1, she has gathered
sufficient evidence for 1A.1.
Learners who achieve at level 1 can consider the following progression routes.
● Use the skills, knowledge and experience they have gained to retake their level 2
qualification.
● Choose to study a different subject at level 2.
● Work towards an Apprenticeship at level 2.
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3 Assessment Guidance
Assessment for the new BTEC Firsts
BTEC assessment has always been about:
● ensuring that learners are assessed for their skills as well as their knowledge
● ensuring that learners are given the chance to show what they have learned in
vocational and applied contexts
● allowing learners to be assessed when they are ready and when a centre is able to
fully support them.
While updating the BTEC Firsts, we have not changed these fundamentals – BTEC
assessment will remain a positive statement of achievement.
The introduction of external assessment will reinforce learner engagement, giving
them clear goals and targets in a way that helps them to understand the challenges
of working life.
Experienced BTEC teachers should think about whether or not they need to change
their delivery pattern to make sure they can provide access to external assessment
at the best time. At the same time, there are some important developments in
internal assessment that you should also be aware of as you plan your assessment
for the year.

External assessment
After careful discussion with centres and other stakeholders, we have tailored the
type of external assessment to meet the needs of the sector. All the external
assessments will be distinctively vocational, enabling learners to apply their learning
in vocational or applied contexts.
For your sector you need to check:
● which unit(s) are to be externally tested
● the assessment method
● the availability of assessment for the first time
● the availability of retake opportunities (allowing for results)
● the delivery pattern we are recommending for these units and for other units as
given in the specification.
Remember that you have plenty of time to prepare for external assessments because
you will be delivering over a one- or two-year period. For some sectors, completion
of the externally assessed unit at or very near the end of the programme will be the
recommended pattern. In others, it may be suggested that learners take the
assessment earlier in the programme, but you should always make sure that learners
are fully prepared.
The externally assessed unit will often be one that provides a core of knowledge that
will be enhanced, developed and applied through other units. Learners’ depth of
understanding of the content of externally assessed units is likely to be enhanced by
applying knowledge through other units. Therefore, when you are planning and
delivering your units, think about how you can bring out examples that would be
useful illustrations of issues covered in the external unit(s).
Each specification has details about when assessment is available. To gain access to
the assessments, learners have to be registered for a programme – the
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arrangements for this will be the same as for all BTECs. Please refer to the
Information Manual on the website.
We will do everything we can to make external assessments relevant, engaging and
suited to learners’ needs so that they support the overall development of the learner
rather than being a hurdle or distraction. You should not enter learners for external
assessment to check how they are doing or to give them practice – we provide
sample materials for use in preparation.
The table below shows the type of external assessment and assessment availability
for this qualification.
This assessment forms part of the core knowledge of the programme and is likely to
be delivered towards the start of the programme but may be complemented by study
in the other core unit(s). A learner’s overall readiness to undertake external
assessment should be considered before entering for the assessment.
Unit 8: Scientific Skills
Type of external assessment

This unit is assessed externally using a paper-based
exam marked by Pearson.

Length of assessment

The external assessment will be 1 hour and 15
minutes.
The assessment must be taken by the learner under
examination conditions.

No. of marks

50

Assessment availability

November, March and June

First assessment availability

March 2014

Assessment and grading for internally assessed units
Internal assessment remains the main assessment method for BTEC qualifications
because we believe that assignments set and marked within the centre provide the
most relevant vocational learning experience for your learners
You should guide both the teaching and the learning to ensure that learners are
assessed validly and reliably in a way that is relevant for a vocational qualification.
Your teaching of the knowledge, skills and vocational applications will underpin a
learner being able to demonstrate achievement through assessed assignments.
Learners should be given formative feedback on their learning and skills development
during the teaching and learning phase. You should consider carefully when your
learners are ready to undertake an assessment. An assessed assignment must have
a clear structure and timescale, and encourage the learner to work independently to
show relevant evidence. You should make sure that the assessment is a clear,
discrete activity. You can then make a qualitative judgement on the evidence using
the assessment criteria.
Those who are used to teaching BTEC will find that not much has changed, but we
are putting more emphasis on some requirements and helping to build good practice.
● You should make sure that the assessment is a clear, discrete activity. Evidence
from the guided learning phase is not admissible because evidence for assessment
must be produced independently.
● You should use the new presentation of units, where learning aims are placed with
associated assessment criteria, to provide building blocks for assessment – these
are clear and simple to use and we recommend that you work through them with
your learners.
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● Your assessment plan for units and for the programme must be clear at the outset
of the programme and signed off by the Lead Internal Verifier.
● Your Lead Internal Verifier must authorise your assignments. If you don’t have a
Lead Internal Verifier who has been through standardisation you should use
support from us to ensure that your assignments are fully fit for purpose. You can
use the endorsed assignments or you can access the assignment checking service
through our website.
● You need to be explicit about the timescales and the evidence for assignments –
there is nothing new about this but we will be expecting centres to follow best
practice and to be very clear with their learners.
● You need to set out expectations through tasks and evidence – remember that the
criteria are used to judge evidence and are not tasks in their own right.
● Summative assessment takes place after the final submission date. A learner may
be given one opportunity to resubmit a completed assessment after a grade has
been given where this has been correctly authorised.
● You should ensure that all work has been produced authentically and that you have
checks in place to ensure that learners are submitting their own work.

How assignments are used
Assignments are used to assess learner achievement. You should work with the other
people in your programme team to design a plan of activity for the year, or the
programme as a whole, so that assignments have a clear schedule of start, finish and
internal verification dates.
Ask yourself how many assignments you will need. Your assessed assignments
should cover a minimum of one complete learning aim. You may choose to set an
assignment for a whole unit or even bring units together for assessment. Remember
that this means your assessed assignments. Of course you may set activities before
assessed assignments to provide opportunities for learning from formative feedback
and through skills building. These preparatory activities may often use group work
and research as a preparation for undertaking the assessment itself but cannot be
contributory evidence towards an assessment.
In making a decision about how many assignments to use, you can think about what
resources you have in your centre, what is available in the locality, how you could
use links with local employers, and what opportunities there are for relating
assessment to realistic vocational themes.

Top tips
● If a unit builds up – for example by ‘plan’ and then ‘do’ and then ‘review’ – one
large assignment may work best.
● If a unit requires several forms of evidence then several assignments may be best.
● It is good to emphasise the links between units but it is harder to manage
assessment across units – if you feel that this is a good approach then be clear
about how you will reach one decision for a unit.
You need to think about how the evidence that the learner will produce can be
verified and about how you will know that what each learner has done is authentic.
You can only accept for assessment learner work that you know has been produced
in a way that demonstrates the learner’s own achievement.
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Assignment ‘warm-up’ – active teaching and learning
Your learners will do their best if they are motivated through engaging and realistic
activities. All units involve ‘teaching the basics’ but learners need to get involved in
order to understand where what they are learning fits in.
You can use your resources and your imagination to really bring learning alive. You
can encourage learners to try things out in groups, role plays, presentations and
practical demonstrations. You can use visits and talks for research – remember you
will need to structure what you do so that learners get the information they need, by
providing a question sheet for them to use during a talk or visit for example.
You can encourage learners to ‘get their hands dirty’ by trying something out. You
can build up their skills so that they will be able to show them off confidently in the
assessed assignment.
You can use this ‘warm-up’ time to emphasise practical links between units, so that
when learners are carrying out tasks they appreciate that they are often
simultaneously drawing on skills/understanding from different units. It is important
that learners appreciate the holistic way that their learning prepares them for further
study or employment.

Introducing the assignment
Your teaching and learning phase is going to lead directly into the assessed
assignment. You may be setting this up in a very specific way – such as everyone
completing a practical activity in a timed slot – or this may be independent work
spread over a number of weeks.
It is important to remind learners preparing work for assessment that they have to
produce it themselves and that they have to meet the deadlines you give them. Once
learners begin work on an assignment no specific assessment feedback can be given.
Remember that you should be sure that your learners understand all the
requirements for an assessed assignment before the assessment begins. Look at
each unit carefully to see for how the evidence generated will be judged using the
assessment criteria.

Evidence for assignments
You can use different types of evidence for assignments. A description does not have
to be written and a presentation could be given in a number of styles – for example
PowerPoint®, verbal or a video recording. You need to think about what is fit for
purpose. So, if learners need to explain a plan, why not have them present it to an
audience with a question and answer session?
You should check that the type of evidence you are planning is feasible – for
example, if you ask learners to ‘write a memo’, the coverage of one or two sides of
A4 must be capable of generating sufficient evidence. Likewise a poster may not be a
suitable evidence format for a detailed evaluation. Remember that whatever evidence
your learners produce must be capable of being verified as well as assessed. So, if
they are actually producing a model, a performance, a meal, a coaching session, a
demonstration, etc., you need to think about how it will be observed or recorded so
that it can be checked during verification.
Remember: no activity can be evidenced solely by an assessor’s observation log or
by a witness testimony. All observed evidence must be able to be authenticated to
the learner. This means that observation logs must always be supported by learnergenerated evidence such as preparation notes or reflective logs, or by photographic
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or video evidence in which the learner can be identified. The totality of this evidence
must be available to the assessor at the point of the assessment decision which must
follow the handing in of an assignment. An assessor should not award criteria during
an activity e.g. at the point of completing an observation log.

Learning aims and assessment criteria
A learning aim sets out what you should be covering in order to prepare the learners
for assessment. It may define knowledge, understanding, skills and contexts, and the
wording of the aim will suggest appropriate learning experiences. You may set an
assessed assignment on more than one learning aim but you should not normally
split a learning aim over assignments. The evidence that the learner produces in
response to the assignment brief is judged using the assessment criteria, so you
must make sure that what you have stated in the task fully covers those criteria.

What about the final grade for a unit?
The final grade for a unit is at Level 2 (Distinction, Merit or Pass), Level 1 or
Unclassified. The assessment criteria are detailed in each unit so that you can clearly
see what is required. You need to be aware that a unit grade can only be given once
all the activities and assignments for that unit are complete. In giving assessment
decisions to learners you need to be clear about when you are giving a formal
decision and how this relates to the assessment for the unit as a whole.
If you choose to include a learning aim in more than one assignment, you should be
very clear with learners about how a judgement will be reached through looking at
the evidence across the assignments. For example, the learner may be being asked
to show the same skills in two different contexts. If so, they need to know if their
performance in either is sufficient for assessment, or if they must perform to the
same standard in both.

Keeping clear assessment records
You can only use assignments as assessment instruments effectively if you work
closely with other members of the assessment team and keep accurate records of
what you are doing. Your records help you and the team to plan, review, monitor and
support learners and ensure that assessment is authentic and accurate.
The Lead Internal Verifier has a very important role in ensuring that each teacher,
assessor and internal verifier on the programme understands the standards and the
processes for keeping assessment documents.
Your records are there to help you get it right for your learners. The main documents
that you use, which can be used electronically, are:
● an assessment and verification plan for the programme, showing when each
assignment starts and finishes, when it is verified, and which unit(s) or learning
aims it covers
● an assignment brief template ensuring that all the key requirements of an
assignment are covered
● a record of internal verification for the assignment brief
● a record that the learner completes when submitting an assignment, which should
include the date and a declaration of authenticity
● a record of internal verification for an individual sample of learner work
● a record of progress for each learner showing the assignments that have been
completed and the assessment decisions given.
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Giving grades
At the end of an assignment you will need to reach a decision on assessment. If an
assignment covers a whole unit then this will be a final grade; if it covers part of a
unit then it will be a component of a final grade. In either case, it counts as a
summative decision and should be subject to internal verification and then finalised.
Your decisions must be checked according to the internal verification plan signed off
by the Lead Internal Verifier. For each assignment, a sample of learner work must be
reassessed fully by the Lead Internal Verifier or another person acting as an Internal
Verifier who has been directed by the Lead Internal Verifier. Once your decisions
have been checked you can give these to the learners as ‘final’.
Remember: you will then be able to accept only one further attempt from the
learner to provide further or better evidence for the learning aim(s) covered in that
assignment.
The assessment decision must be given to the learner on an appropriate assessment
record document which contains the assessment decision, the assessor’s declaration
of authentication of the learner work, space for the Lead Internal Verifier to authorise
a resubmission and specify the conditions where applicable, and the assessment
feedback comments. Feedback to the learner for each learning aim must be
constructive and criterion-based. The learner should understand why they have been
awarded each criterion, and why they have not been awarded any others. It is also
helpful to annotate the learner work to show exactly where evidence for each
criterion can be found.
The assessment feedback must not offer any further guidance to the learner. Further
guidance means guidance that is beyond that available to them at the start of the
assignment; they must not be told individually or specifically what they can do to be
awarded further criteria. Care must be taken to maintain the independence of the
learner to enable a resubmission opportunity to be authorised.
You can only award higher grades if a learner has demonstrated the requirements of
lower grades. This does not mean that the criteria represent different tasks or stages
– you should be able to apply the criteria to the same evidence if the assignment is
structured carefully.
In order to achieve at level 2:
● Distinction – a learner must have satisfied all the Distinction criteria in a way that
encompasses all the other level 2 criteria, providing evidence of outstanding depth,
quality or application
● Merit – a learner must have satisfied all the Merit criteria in a way that
encompasses the Level 2 Pass criteria, providing evidence of enhanced depth or
quality
● Pass – a learner must have satisfied all the level 2 Pass criteria, showing breadth
of coverage of the required unit content and having the relevant knowledge,
understanding and skills.
Achievement at level 1 can be recognised by satisfying all the level 1 criteria. A
learner who has attempted the unit but not satisfied all the criteria defined for level 1
should be given U (Unclassified).

Enabling higher achievement
Your assignments should provide opportunities for learners to achieve at the highest
level and should promote stretch and challenge. Of course, not all learners will finally
achieve a Distinction or a Merit, but it is important that they are provided with the
opportunity to do so.
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You must look to structure assignments so that learners produce evidence that can
be used across the grade levels –Learners should not have to ‘get pass out of the
way first’. To ‘aim high’ learners must be well prepared before they start the
assignment and be encouraged to attempt to reach the highest standards All
assessed activities must ask the learner to produce evidence that can be assessed
against the full range of grades available.

Assignment design
Your assignments are a tool for encouraging learners to provide evidence for you to
make assessment judgements. Good assignments are interesting and motivate
learners as well.
The components of an assignment are:
● a scenario – provides a setting and rationale for the assessment
● evidence requirements – set out exactly what the learner is expected to produce
and how the assessment will take place
● tasks – set out what a learner needs to do to provide the evidence
● scope – outlines which unit(s) or learning aims are being covered and which
criteria are being addressed
● a timescale – sets out start and hand-in dates.

Assignment briefs
Your assignments must be given to a learner formally as an assignment brief so that
the learner knows they are being assessed and what is required of them.
The assignment brief includes these details:
● the qualification
● the title and number of the unit(s)
● an assignment title and number (if more than one per unit)
● the learning aims (if not a whole unit)
● the assessment criteria
● the evidence requirements
● the start date
● the hand-in deadline.
You should include a record that it has been given to the learner, normally by
inserting the learner’s name into a copy of the assignment brief, but this could be
recorded electronically.
Your learners should be provided with a form or other record for declaring that their
work is their own and for confirming the date of submission.

Using an endorsed assignment brief
We are preparing a bank of endorsed assignments briefs that you will be able to
access at www.btec.co.uk/endorsedassignments. It will include at least one endorsed
assignment brief for every internally assessed unit. For mandatory units, there will be
enough endorsed assignment briefs to cover all assessment criteria.
We ask you to verify every assignment every year, regardless of whether it is your
own or one sourced from elsewhere. Once your assignment is verified, you can put it
in your timetable and check that you have planned delivery of the appropriate unit

12
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content. This can be as simple as making sure you have planned an event, visit or
performance as suggested.
● The Lead Internal Verifier should fit these assignments into the overall plan and
know when they will be assessed.
● You may want to adjust the assignment to make it fit your learners’ needs and
your centre’s resources.
● You should think about exactly how the evidence is going to be produced and
whether or not your learners need guiding to relevant activity that they have
already completed.
● You may need to plan for practical activities to be carried out and recorded.
It is important that you are as familiar with the endorsed assignment as you would
be if you had created it yourself. Understanding the assignment will ensure that you
plan activities that properly reflect the scenario given in the assignment, and that
you get no nasty ‘surprises’ when learners’ evidence is submitted.

The scenario
The assignment should be set in a vocational context that helps your learners to
show what they have learned in a relevant way. This can often be achieved by asking
learners to imagine they are in an appropriate job setting with a job role and job
tasks. It could involve providing them with a brief of an activity that would be of
value to a local employer, or without directly using a job context directly. It could
draw on a real case study in order to allow application and analysis. You can draw on
understanding of your sector to develop appropriate assessment contexts.

Evidence
You can choose suitable forms of evidence – it is possible to use a wide range of
forms, from reports to presentations, from performances to diaries, from record
sheets to video recordings.
Of course you should match the evidence type(s) selected to the requirements of the
unit(s) or learning aims(s). For example, if a learning aim requires a practical
demonstration then you should think about how that is going to be set up and
recorded.
Be careful not to suggest a type of evidence that may be too short – for example, a
‘leaflet for new buyers’ may be a realistic form of assessment for business learners to
produce but may not provide for sufficient breadth in itself, depending on the
assessment requirements.
For some evidence, the period for its production must be time-constrained and, in
some cases, you may want to ensure authenticity by having some evidence produced
in supervised conditions.

The tasks
The tasks should be a clear statement of what a learner needs to do to produce the
evidence. You may explain the tasks to learners in more detail during delivery, but
the assignment itself should be clear. You should remember to relate tasks to the
scenario and to the evidence. If learners have been carrying out preparatory work –
such as visits, rehearsals or skills exercises – then you may want to refer to this in
the tasks.
Your tasks must:
● specify the nature and extent of the evidence
Delivery Guide – Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Application of Science –
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● be clear and include any specific materials or steps with times or dates, when
necessary
● refer to the assessment criteria that the evidence will be judged against
● encourage the generation of evidence that can be judged against the criteria
● be presented in a way the learner can understand – remember that the criteria are
not in themselves tasks
● fit together to cover the learning aim sensibly, allowing learners to achieve to the
best of their ability.
You must make sure that the tasks can generate evidence which cover the criteria.
When you create tasks you should not use the exact wording of the criteria, but you
should pay close attention to it and the associated assessment guidance
You should always list the criteria covered by each assignment – and also normally
each task. When you quote the assessment criteria, please don’t change their
wording. You can, of course, use a glossary of the wording of tasks to highlight what
certain words mean. Many words will be repeated across criteria for different grades
and your learners may find it useful if you highlight the changes.
You should remember that the criteria are used to judge the evidence, so completion
of a task related to identified criteria does not automatically imply achievement.

Scope
You can choose the scope of an assignment provided that it fits well into the overall
assessment plan for the unit(s) and the programme. For some qualifications it is
normal practice to bring several units together for large-scale projects, while for
others initial coverage of a topic in one unit may then be picked up in later, more
specialist units.
When planning a unit-by-unit approach to assessment, you should make sure that
learners understand through their learning how the units relate to each other, and
that the requirements for synopticity are addressed.
Assignments that span several units should be controlled carefully and you also need
to consider whether it is only the learning or both learning and assessment that
should be considered.
If you assess a learning aim several times using different assignments then you, as
part of the programme team, and the learners must be aware of when the
summative grade can be given, and from what evidence. There is never any
‘averaging’ of achievement or ‘aggregating’ of separate decisions – a single decision
should be reached based on the relevant evidence.

Learner responsibility
You should make sure that learners know they must meet their deadlines and
provide work that is genuinely their own, otherwise their grades will be affected. To
support learners, you should explain how to reference the work of others and how to
work in such a way that ensures they can declare that their work is their own.
We recommend that learners are given a guide to their assessment at induction to
the programme. You can reinforce the expectations when assessed assignments are
handed out.

14
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Quality assurance
What is quality assurance?
Quality assurance is at the heart of vocational qualifications. For many BTEC units,
assessment is completed by your centre and your centre is responsible for the
grading and standard of assessments.
● You use quality assurance to ensure that your managers, internal verifiers and
assessors are standardised and supported.
● We use quality assurance to check that all centres are working to national
standards. This is done by sampling your marked assignments.

What is the purpose of quality assurance?
In your centre, quality assurance allows you to monitor and support your BTEC staff
and to ensure that they understand, and are working to, national standards. It gives
us the opportunity to identify and provide support where it is needed in order to
safeguard certification. It also allows us to recognise and support good practice.

How does it work?
First of all, you need approval to deliver BTEC qualifications. By signing the approval
declaration you confirm that you have in place all necessary resources, appropriately
experienced staff, and quality-assurance policies and procedures. You should have
standardised systems and procedures for registering and certificating learners,
tracking learner achievement and monitoring assessment and internal verification.
During the delivery of a programme, internal verification is the quality-assurance
system that you use to monitor assessment practice and decisions, ensuring that:
● assessment is consistent across the programme
● assessment tools are fit for purpose
● assessment decisions judge learner work accurately using assessment criteria
● standardisation of assessors takes place.
Internal verification is a recorded discussion between two or more professionals to
ensure accuracy, fairness, consistency and quality of assessment. Internal
verification procedures must:
● check all the assignment briefs or assessment tools used in every internally
assessed unit
● check a sample of assessment decisions made for every internally assessed unit
● check a sample of assessment decisions from every assessor
● ensure that within the sample:
o the range of assessment decisions made is covered
o the experience of the assessor is taken into account when setting the sample size
o the sample size is sufficient to assure the accuracy of the assessment decisions for
the whole group
● plan and document the process.
Our external quality-assurance processes include:
● annual visits to each centre to look at quality-assurance systems and procedures
(Quality Review and Development)
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● standards verification by a subject specialist to sample assessment and internal
verification of learner work
● standardisation activities to support assessors, internal verifiers and lead internal
verifiers.
Every year we publish an updated BTEC Quality Assurance Handbook to explain our
external quality-assurance process for the next academic year. Along with the
programme specification, the handbook should provide your programme team with
everything they need to run vocational programmes successfully.

Centre roles and responsibilities
● Senior Managers
The Head of Centre is formally responsible for ensuring that your centre acts in
accordance with our terms and conditions of approval. These include ensuring the
provision of appropriate resources, recruiting learners with integrity, providing full
and fair access to assessment, maintaining full and accurate records of
assessment, complying with all quality-assurance processes, and ensuring that all
certification claims are secure and accurate. Day-to-day responsibility is normally
delegated to the centre’s BTEC Quality Nominee.
● BTEC Quality Nominee
Each centre is asked to identify a member of staff as its Quality Nominee for BTEC
provision. This person is the main point of contact for information relating to
quality assurance. Quality Nominees will receive regular information from us about
all aspects of BTECs, which they should share with the relevant staff in their
centre. Therefore, it is very important that Quality Nominee details are kept up to
date on Edexcel Online. We recommend that your Quality Nominee is someone
with responsibility for the BTEC curriculum because they will be involved in
monitoring and supporting staff in your centre. The Quality Nominee should ensure
that BTEC programmes are managed effectively and actively encourage and
promote good practice in your centre.
● Examinations Officer
The Examinations Officer is the person designated by the centre to take responsibility
for the correct administration of Pearson learners. This person normally acts as the
administrator for Edexcel Online – our system for providing direct access to learner
administration, external reports and standardisation materials.
● BTEC Programme Leader
The Programme Leader (or Programme Manager) is the person designated by your
centre to take overall responsibility for the effective delivery and assessment of a
BTEC programme. The Programme Leader may also act as the Lead Internal Verifier.
● Lead Internal Verifier
The Lead Internal Verifier is the person designated by your centre to act as the signoff point for the assessment and internal verification of programmes within a
principal subject area (for example, BTEC Firsts and Nationals in Business, or BTEC
Firsts and Level 1 in Engineering). We provide Lead Internal Verifiers with access to
standardisation materials. The Lead Internal Verifier should be someone with the
authority to oversee assessment outcomes. Ideally this would be the Programme
Leader, because this would normally be a key part of their role. They should be
directly involved in the assessment and delivery of programmes and able to
coordinate across Assessors and other Internal Verifiers for a principal subject area.
● Assessors and Internal Verifiers
The programme team consists of the teachers who are responsible for the delivery,
assessment and internal verification of the BTEC qualification. An assessor is anyone
responsible for the assessment of learners. An internal verifier can be anyone involved
16
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in the delivery and assessment of the programme. Please note that if a teacher writes
an assignment they cannot internally verify it. Someone else should perform this
function. Where there is a team of assessors, it is good practice for all to be involved
in internally verifying each other. If there is only one main person responsible for
delivery and assessment then arrangements must be made for their assignments and
assessment decisions to be internally verified by someone appropriately experienced.

Tips for successful BTEC quality assurance
● Recruit with integrity. Ensure that the learners you register on the programme are
able to achieve at level 2 and have a specific interest in the vocational sector.
● Ensure that you have sufficiently qualified and vocationally experienced staff
involved in delivery and assessment. BTECs are vocational qualifications, designed
to be delivered by staff with expertise in their subject.
● Provide induction, training and ongoing development opportunities for your staff.
Best practice comes from having staff that understand the BTEC ethos and
assessment methodology and have up-to-date knowledge of their vocational sector.
● Use the free resources available. There is a wealth of guidance in the specifications
and delivery guides that will help you with delivery and assessment.
● Make quality assurance part of everyone’s role. Quality assurance is a fundamental
aspect of every role, from assessor to senior manager. Recognising this and
providing time and resources to support quality assurance is the key to success.
● Plan ahead. You should begin a programme with a clear schedule for handing out
assignments, assessment deadlines and internal verification, so that you are well
prepared to ensure ongoing quality and able to address any issues quickly.
● Ensure good communication. Assessors, Internal Verifiers, Lead Internal Verifiers
and managers should all be clear on their roles and how they interact. The Lead
Internal Verifier must have a clear overview of the plan of assessment and how it
is being put into practice.
● Provide clear, consistent feedback to learners during the guided learning stage.
Give clear and accurate assessment feedback based on the grading criteria only
after the final submission. Remember care must be taken to maintain the
independence of the learner during assessment activities. This allows learners to
know exactly how they are achieving on the programme, identifies areas for
development, and encourages them to take responsibility for their own learning.
● Undertake internal verification in a timely way. Assignment briefs must be internally
verified before they are given to learners. A sample of assessment decisions should
be internally verified as soon after assessment as possible to ensure that learners
receive accurate and supportive feedback on their achievement.
● Track assessment and internal verification accurately as you go along. Assessment
records should be kept at the level of the learning aim and assessment
criterion/criteria. This gives a clear confirmation of individual achievement and
identifies areas for improvement.
● Using standardised templates for all quality-assurance documents helps to ensure a
consistent approach. We provide templates (via our website) that you can use for:
o internal verification of assignment briefs
o internal verification of assessment decisions
o observation records and witness statements.
● These templates are not mandatory and you are free to design your own, but using
them will help to ensure that you are meeting requirements.
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● Ensure that learner work is kept secure but is accessible during the programme.
You will be required to provide learner work for external quality assurance while
learners are on programme.
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Unit 5: Applications of Chemical Substances
Delivery guidance
Approaching the unit
For this unit, the general approach should involve as much practical work as possible.
However, learners are also expected to carry out research using books and internet
sources, particularly in relation to:
●

distillation of crude oil

●

uses of organic chemicals

●

nanotechnology and new materials.

It is advisable for you to identify a list of websites that have suitable language and
content. There is scope for learners to present their work in the form of practical
reports, leaflets or posters.

Delivering the learning aims
For learning aim A learners are expected to carry out practical work when
investigating exothermic and endothermic reactions. This will involve them
measuring temperature changes when, for example:
●

anhydrous sodium carbonate and ammonium chloride are added to water

●

water is heated by a combustion reaction

●

a neutralisation reaction is carried out.

You must take into account the ability of your learners when planning the work, and
take appropriate safety precautions. It may be appropriate to give learners a booklet
containing the tasks associated with the learning outcome.
Learners should:
●

explain the heat/enthalpy changes associated with bond-making and bondbreaking

●

determine the amount of heat energy absorbed by water in a reaction

●

interpret simple energy profile diagrams.

Learning aim B is concerned with organic compounds. There are a number of books and
internet sites to support a learner’s investigation of the distillation of crude oil and the uses
of the fractions. You should plan this topic carefully to ensure that there is an appropriate
level of explanation and the inclusion of a variety of activities. As many organic
compounds are harmful by skin absorption or inhalation and because many reagents are
toxic, there should be a high level of supervision when conducting practical work.
Learners could:
●

draw, and make models of, organic molecules - some learners may enjoy using
molecular drawing software

●

prepare ethanol by fermentation in the laboratory, using limewater to detect the
carbon dioxide produced

●

watch a demonstration of the distillation of the alcohol mixture and link the
technique back to distillation of crude oil
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●

carry out practical work to identify organic compounds. Quantities used should
be as small as possible – drops of liquid rather than cm3.

The focus of learning aim C is on innovations in chemistry. As with the research on
the uses of organic chemicals, the work on nanotechnology and new materials should
be planned carefully to ensure that the learners are interested in, and excited by, the
scope of the innovations. Once again, an appropriate range of activities should be
used for delivery:
●

games

●

card-sort activities

●

small groups researching and presenting a topic on a class timeline.

Learners could:
●

research the uses of nanoparticles

●

discuss the advantages and problems associated with nanoparticles.
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Getting started
This provides you with a starting place for one way of delivering the unit,
based around the suggested assignments and tasks in the specification.
Unit 5: Applications of Chemical Substances
Introduction
This unit builds on some of the basic concepts in Units 1 and 2 in relation to bonding and
chemical reactions. You will look at:
●

exothermic and endothermic reactions, relating these to making and breaking bonds

●

the extraction, use and environmental impact of organic compounds, studying the
structure, reactions and uses of some important organic chemicals

●

new materials including composite materials, smart materials and nanoparticles.

Learning aim A: Investigate and understand enthalpy changes associated with
chemical reactions
●

A visiting speaker from industry could be asked to give a talk on exothermic and
endothermic reactions. This would help to put this topic into context.

●

You should remind learners how temperature is measured and the units of
temperature. Use a large diagram of a thermometer to explore terminology such as
increase in temperature (positive temperature change) and decrease in temperature
(negative temperature change). Learners should carry out a practical activity such as
dissolving anhydrous sodium carbonate in water and dissolving ammonium chloride
in water, noting the temperatures before and after the change. You could explore
with learners the fact that the reactions are happening in the water and the concept
of the water being the ‘surroundings’ of the reaction, able to absorb the heat from an
exothermic reaction and supply heat for an endothermic reaction.

●

A card-sort activity could be useful to ensure that learners know that exothermic
reactions give out heat to their surroundings and result in an increase in temperature
(positive temperature change) of the water, whereas endothermic reactions take in
heat from their surroundings and are associated with a decrease in temperature
(negative temperature change). This activity can be extended to include the fact that
exothermic reactions have a negative enthalpy change (H negative), whereas
endothermic reactions have a positive enthalpy change (H positive).

●

You should introduce the idea of an energy profile over the course of a reaction,
showing clearly the starting energy of the reactants, the final energy of the products
and the overall sign associated with the enthalpy change for exothermic and for
endothermic reactions. When reactions happen, they involve breaking bonds and
making new bonds. You should relate this to the need to supply energy to break
bonds and that energy is released when new bonds are made. Learners should
explore the differences in bond making and breaking energies on the overall sign of
the enthalpy change. This could be carried out with real examples, or with
hypothetical examples with energy values that are easier for learners to process.

●

Learners will produce reports of practical work and provide associated explanations
which cover the criteria.

Assignment 1: Hot or Cold?*
Learning aim B: Investigate organic compounds used in society
●

A visit to a refinery or from a representative of the petrochemical industry could help
to put this topic into context.
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●

Learners are likely to be familiar with water boiling and escaping into the
atmosphere. Water could be gently boiled from a flask or boiling tube with a delivery
tube fitted. They could be asked where the water was going and invited to suggest
how it could be condensed back to water. You could demonstrate the distillation of an
aqueous solution with a condenser to show that it is possible to turn the vapour back
into a liquid. The equipment should include a thermometer to make it clear how the
boiling point of the water can be measured.

●

A second liquid with a different boiling point could be distilled and the temperature
on the thermometer noted. Learners could speculate on what would happen if water
was mixed with the liquid with a different boiling point – which liquid will boil first? As
the physical chemistry of binary mixtures is quite complex, it is not advisable to
attempt to demonstrate, for example, separation of water and methanol using simple
distillation.

●

Fractional distillation can be demonstrated to illustrate the use of a fractionating
column. Some separation of water and methanol may be achieved by this method.
Separation of petroleum fractions is also possible. You may have access to bubblecap distillation equipment. Video clips of demonstrations are particularly useful when
time is short and a class is large. There are video clips on the internet that will
illustrate the concepts. You should not spend too long on demonstrations – the key
point is that different liquids have different boiling points and may be separated
using fractional distillation. Learners could be given a list of hydrocarbons along with
their boiling points and be asked to predict which will distil over first during fractional
distillation.

●

Learners could be shown an animation of the fractional distillation of crude oil. They
should then be directed to suitable websites to find information about the uses of the
fractions, and of the gases propane and butane. You should encourage learners to
draw conclusions about the length of the hydrocarbon molecule chain in relation to
the boiling point of the fraction. They should be encouraged to make notes, or be
given tables or writing frames to record information. Learners should compile a
report on fractional distillation of crude oil, the uses of the fractions and the boiling
ranges of the fractions. Learners could produce a report with diagrams. They should
be discouraged from simply cutting and pasting from the internet.

●

Learning about the boiling ranges of fractions and their uses may be reinforced by a
drag-and-drop exercise, a card-sort activity or a domino game.

●

A visiting analytical chemist from industry or a visit to a waste management company
would help to put this topic into context.

●

Learners will recall that atoms may bond together using ionic bonds and/or covalent
bonds. The covalent bonding in a molecule of methane should be explained. Learners
should draw bonding diagrams. You should explain that methane may also be
represented, in two dimensions, using lines to represent shared pairs of electrons.
Learners should make a model of a methane molecule in order to understand its threedimensional shape, and understand that the bonds are arranged at the tetrahedral angle
to ensure that they are as far apart from one other as possible.

●

Learners should be shown the two-dimensional displayed formula of ethane and make a
model of the molecule. They should be encouraged to draw displayed formulae of alkanes
with increasing numbers of carbon atoms. Some learners may work out that chain isomers
are possible. This should be encouraged, but it should not be taught to everyone. Learners
should be introduced to shortened structural formulae. However, this will confuse less able
learners and so for some groups it may be inappropriate.

●

Learners should be introduced to the existence of carbon-to-carbon double bonds in
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alkenes and should draw and make models of simple alkenes. Ethanol, ethanoic acid and
chloromethanes should be introduced as examples of functional group compounds.
Learners should draw two-dimensional displayed formulae of these compounds. It should
be made clear that each carbon atom should have four bonds to other atoms, oxygen
atoms two bonds to other atoms, and chlorine and hydrogen atoms one bond to other
atoms. More able learners could research, or be shown, other ways of representing
organic molecules in two or three dimensions.
●

You should encourage learners to discuss the importance of being able to distinguish
between different classes of organic compounds.

●

You should demonstrate or prepare a video illustrating how alkanes and alkenes can be
distinguished by their reactions with bromine water. This should show the way the
reactions are to be carried out safely by the learner. If there are level 2 learners in the
group, the reaction of ethanoic acid with sodium carbonate solution should also be
demonstrated. If the group contains more able learners, the demonstration should include
showing the solubility of a liquid alkane, a liquid alkene, ethanoic acid and ethanol in
water. Learners should see that the alkane and alkene form a separate phase on the
surface of the water. The oxidation of ethanol with acidified potassium dichromate solution
should be demonstrated.

●

More able learners could prepare a flowchart showing how they would distinguish between
an alkane, an alkene, a carboxylic acid and an alcohol. They could have this flowchart
checked before being allowed to carry out tests on the four classes of compounds on a
micro scale (for safety reasons). Alternatively they could be given a flowchart to follow.
Less able learners should be given appropriate task sheets to follow. The compounds
should be treated as unknown substances. Learners should write a brief report on the
practical work, explaining how to distinguish between the chemicals.

●

Individual pairs or groups should make models of ethene and chloroethene
molecules. These could be joined together to make the polymers poly(ethene) and
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC).

●

As a class, discuss the uses, benefits and drawbacks of using organic chemicals.

●

You should direct learners to suitable textbooks or websites to research the uses of
ethene, ethanol, ethanoic acid, dichloromethane, poly(ethene) and poly(vinyl
chloride) and poly(tetrafluoroethene) (PTFE). Learners should make notes about the
uses of the chemicals. They should prepare an illustrated report on the uses of the
specific organic chemicals studied.

●

Learners should be made aware that many organic chemicals have detrimental effects
on human health. It is advisable for learners to find, or be given, information on
specific compounds as case studies, rather than to treat all organic compounds in the
same way. Learners should be made aware that some compounds are hazardous to
human health, others to the environment and some to both human health and the
environment.

●

Extensive research has been carried out on the benefits and problems of PVC. It is
therefore useful as a case study of an organic compound. You should provide study
material (for example text articles, videos, websites) at a suitable level on the
advantages and disadvantages of using PVC (plasticised and unplasticised). Study
material should include information about the potential for burning PVC to form
dioxins, the potential harmful effects of plasticisers, and the low cost and versatility
of PVC. Groups of learners should be encouraged to make a case in favour of, or
against, the use of PVC. Learners should be encouraged to summarise the main
points emerging from their research and the research of others in a suitable writing
frame.

●

Introduce the non-stick properties of PTFE, potential ozone layer depletion and its
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global warming effects, trifluoroethanoic acid and other chemicals produced from the
degradation of PTFE and chlorofluorocarbons. You should also make learners aware
of the persistence of these compounds in the environment.
●

Learners should write about the problems of using some organic compounds and
evaluate whether the benefits outweigh the risks using one specific example, such as
PVC or PTFE.

Assignment 2: The Importance of the Fractions of Crude Oil*
Learning aim C: Explore the uses of nanochemicals and new materials
●

A visit by a materials scientist from a university or a research department would help
to put this topic into context.

●

Small groups of learners research one new material – when it was introduced, what it
is and what it is used for. Materials should be selected that are relevant to the
learners and include polymers, composites, nanochemicals and smart materials. The
groups should present the information (oral presentation with notes or a poster
presentation).

●

You should initiate a problem-solving task looking at why smart materials,
nanochemicals and one other type of new material are used. You should supply
enough information to support the task to ensure that learners are using material at
the correct level and with enough detail.

●

You should supply relevant information – for example, articles about the concerns
about using nanochemicals and the benefits of using nanoparticles. Learners should
work in groups to prepare a poster showing the advantages and disadvantages of
using nanotechnology. Individual learners should then present what they have
learned about the pros and cons. Learners should debate or discuss the advantages
of using nanotechnology, and collate the information in the form of a leaflet or
report.

Assignment 3: New Materials that Change the Way We Live*
*Full details for the assignment and scenario can be found in the relevant
qualification specification.
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UNIT 5: APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES

Details of links to other BTEC units and qualifications, and to other
relevant units/qualifications
● The BTEC Applied Science suite:
o Unit 1: Principles of Science
o Unit 2: Chemistry and Our Earth
o Unit 8: Scientific Skills

Resources
Textbooks
In addition to the resources listed below and books designed to cover GCSE
Additional Science knowledge, publishers are likely to produce Pearson-endorsed
textbooks that support this unit of the BTEC First in Application of Science. Check the
website (www.edexcel.com/resources) for more information as titles achieve
endorsement.
Goodfellow, D., Hocking, S. and Musa, I., BTEC First Application of Science Student
Book, Pearson Education, 2012 (ISBN 978-1-4469-0280-6)
Understanding Nanotechnology (Science Made Accessible), Scientific American 2003
(ISBN 978-0-446-67956-5) – an overview of nanotechnology
Videos
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hp7IGDIZVHw
The benefits of plasticisers in relation to the motor industry.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6FUZ535QW8
Concerns about plasticisers
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tI9Ob4pqDgA
Benefits of PVC
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qcrrve05WBE
Advantages and disadvantages of PVC
www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6n8cpLKzHE
One of a series of videos about smart materials
Websites
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/edexcel/
An introduction to all the topics
www.crnano.org/whatis.htm
An outline of stages in uses of nanotechnology.
www.explainthatstuff.com/nanotechnologyforkids.html
Information about the history, use and future of nanotechnology.
www.rsc.org/images/nanotechnology_tcm18-34246.pdf
A review of issues associated with nanotechnology.
www.rsc.org/Chemsoc/Chembytes/HotTopics/Nanotechnology
The Royal Society of Chemistry’s nanotechnology website.
search.choice.com.au/search?w=PVC
The use of plasticised PVC raises concerns about plasticisers.
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Unit 6: Applications of Physical Science
Delivery guidance
Approaching the unit
This is a practical unit that requires learners to investigate a range of physical
science concepts. It builds on and extends the material covered during Units 1 and 3.
Most of the assessment for this unit requires learners to plan, carry out and evaluate
investigations. It is essential that learners are given guidance and support in order to
develop their experimental technique and gain the appropriate skills to carry out
investigations at the required level.
Through the delivery of this unit, you have the opportunity to introduce learners to a wide
range of experimental techniques that will enable physical science concepts to be
investigated. You should ensure that the appropriate range and quantity of equipment is
available for learners. For each of the leaning aims, learners need to be sufficiently
confident with the physical science content and requirements of the practical investigation.

Delivering the learning aims
Learning aim A introduces learners to the concepts of motion. Where possible,
investigations should relate to real-life applications.
Learners could:
●

investigate which combination of applied force and trolley mass causes the
largest acceleration using an air track - measurements can be made using ticker
timers, electronic light gates or data loggers

●

process the data obtained from experiments graphically before applying the
principles to the motion of motor vehicles.

Learning aim B introduces the concept of forces. As in the previous aim, the
application of real-life concepts will help to give the unit relevance.
Learners could:
●

investigate the type of tyre that provides the most friction

●

calculate the force and the energy transformed when a car skids to a halt.

Learning aim C looks at light and sound waves.
Learners could:
●

investigate what happens when light waves are incident on mirrors and lenses

●

investigate the use of mirrors in road safety applications, and how optical lenses
are used to correct vision problems

●

research the use of sound waves describing their application, such as using
ultrasound in medical applications and sonar.

Learning aim D involves electricity.
Learners could:
●

investigate the voltage and current in both series and parallel circuits, possibly
using Christmas tree lights as a starting point

●

look at how a light-dependent resistor is used to operate a security light,
measuring its voltage and current characteristics at different light levels.
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Getting started
This provides you with a starting place for one way of delivering the unit,
based around the suggested assignments and tasks in the specification.
Unit 6: Application of Physical Science
Introduction
You could introduce this unit by linking the relevant physical science concepts to a
common application that is stimulating for learners. You should ensure that sufficient
practical equipment is available and that learners are responsible for planning, carrying
out and evaluating their investigations.
The intention of this unit is for learners to be able to understand where physical science
applies in everyday life. You should endeavour to link concepts being learned to everyday
examples – this will help to make the learning relevant to the learners and encourage
progression to higher grades.
Where possible, the evidence from practical work should be used to help learners to achieve
the assessment criteria, using observations as a basis for the calculations and the
explanations needed to achieve the higher grades. You should prepare practical observation
sheets for use as the experiments are carried out, if evidence of such work is needed.
Learning aim A: Investigate motion
●

Revise applications of motion, including how to measure the speed of an object and
the graphical representation of motion.

●

Learners should investigate how to measure the speed and velocity of an object by
taking measurements of distance travelled/displacement and time taken. This could
be achieved using ticker timers, electronic light gates or an automated data logger
connected to a computer. The speed and/or velocity of the object can be calculated
from this.

●

Learners need to be confident drawing and using distance–time and velocity–time
graphs, both plotting from experimental data and interpreting. Some learners will
need considerable help. The highest achieving learners must be able to calculate the
gradient of these graphs and calculate secondary information.

●

Learners should be confident when identifying different forms of energy. A cardmatching game could be used as an initial revision stimulus.

●

Energy changes should be investigated and simple calculations performed. Learners
should be given the opportunity to experiment in the laboratory with everyday
objects, identifying energy changes. To perform calculations, they could use
examples such as the gravitational energy to kinetic energy changes in a roller
coaster. The highest achieving learners must be able to link the concept of kinetic
energy to the braking distance of a car, using the concept of kinetic energy to explain
why there is not a linear relationship between speed and braking distance.

●

The selection of experiments that demonstrate energy changes could include:
o a wind-up toy
o a simple circuit to illuminate a light bulb
o a motor used to ‘winch’ a small mass
o a pendulum.

Assignment 1: How Speed Cameras Can Be Used to Improve Road Safety*
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Learning aim B: Investigate forces
●

You could introduce this topic with a revision activity on the forces that act on stationary
and moving objects. A simple card-matching game could be used as a stimulus.

●

To introduce the concept of friction, an experiment to determine which type of cycle
tyre offers the most grip will provide relevant stimulus to learners. Following this, a
group discussion could take place about the differing effects of friction on stationary
and moving objects.

●

Learners should also conduct experiments to demonstrate the following equations:
work done (J) = force (N) × distance (m)
force (N) = mass (kg) × acceleration (m/s2).
Learners should have access to a frictionless track to complete this activity
effectively.

●

You should ensure that learners are confident when identifying and describing forces
on objects in different conditions. Cars and aeroplanes are examples that could be
used to identify the forces acting during steady speed, acceleration and deceleration.
Learners could also investigate the forces on parachutists at different stages of their
descent, or the forces on a rocket at various stages of flight.

Assignment 2: Investigating Forces*
Learning aim C: Investigate light and sound waves
●

You could introduce this topic by giving learners an opportunity to investigate how lenses
and mirrors affect rays of light. Convex and concave lenses along with glass blocks and
mirrors should be available for investigation. These experiments could be followed by class
or group discussions about the laws of reflection and refraction. Some learners will need
considerable help with refraction – pupil modelling could help in reinforcing this topic
further.

●

Learners should investigate the link between the shape of a lens and its focal length
by carrying out experiments in small groups and discussing the results.

●

Learners should be able to work independently to draw, describe and explain ray
diagrams from experiments and relate these to real-life applications. Examples could
include car mirrors, periscopes and telescopes.

●

A good homework activity would be for learners to research how mirrors are used in
road safety.

●

A visit by a university research department or a materials scientist would help to put
this topic into context.

●

Learners should understand practical uses of sound waves. Applications including
communication, ultrasonic imaging and cleaning could be set as a research task.
Learners should be able to describe a sound wave accurately using the terms
amplitude, frequency and wavelength. Class experiments with large springs could be
used to help reinforce these concepts.

●

You should ensure that a selection of stimulus material is available and that the
material is of appropriate ability for level 1 and level 2 learners.

Assignment 3: Applications of Sound and Light*
Learning aim D: Investigate electricity
●

Electricity is best introduced by allowing learners the opportunity to build series
circuits and parallel circuits measuring values of voltage and current at different
points. Worksheets should be provided to guide learners towards the required circuit
designs. The idea of resistance is best introduced by building circuits with differentvoltage light bulbs in parallel with the cells. With guidance, learners should be able to
make links between voltage, current and resistance. You should guide learners
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through worked examples of resistance calculations carefully.
●

Measure the resistance of filament bulbs using an ammeter and a voltmeter –
practise using the equation R = V/I

●

The varying resistance with temperature of a filament light bulb would make an ideal
basis for an investigation. You should prepare practical observation sheets for use as
the experiments are being carried out. Learners should apply the results of their
investigation to everyday situations for the highest grades, answering questions such
as, why does a filament light bulb usually fail when it is first switched on? Why is the
resistance of a light bulb when measured with a multimeter not consistent with the
values of voltage and current when it is operating normally?

●

Review the ideas about voltage, current and resistance using practical examples or a
card-matching game. Stimulus ideas for thermistors and light-dependant resistors
could include ‘security lights’ and thermostat controls on simple kitchen appliances.
You should ensure that learners are aware of the resistance characteristics of the
components.

●

You could set learners tasks such as:
o design a circuit that alerts you that a refrigerator is too warm
o design a circuit that informs you that it is sunny, so that you can switch on solar
panels.

●

Learners could design an appropriate circuit and calculate the resistance at regular
points in the experiment. The highest-attaining learners must evaluate the
investigation suggesting improvements, possibly by adding the facility of calibrating
the circuit so that it switches at a particular temperature or light level.

Assignment 4: Circuits and Components*
*Full details for the assignment and scenario can be found in the relevant
qualification specification.
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Details of links to other BTEC units and qualifications, and to other
relevant units/qualifications
● The BTEC Applied Science suite:
o Unit 1: Principles of Science
o Unit 3: Energy and Our Universe
o Unit 8: Scientific Skills

Resources
Textbooks
In addition to the resources listed below and books designed to cover GCSE
Additional Science knowledge, publishers are likely to produce Pearson-endorsed
textbooks that support this unit of the BTEC First in Application of Science. Check the
website (www.edexcel.com/resources) for more information as titles achieve
endorsement.
Goodfellow, D., Hocking, S. and Musa, I., BTEC First Application of Science Student
Book, Pearson Education, 2012 (ISBN 978-1-4469-0280-6)
Journals
Focus Magazine
A monthly basic science magazine produced by the BBC with articles that will
stimulate and inspire learners.
Videos
Richard Hammond’s Engineering Connections; Series 3, Episode 2, Formula 1 Car
Explains some of the physics principles behind a Formula 1 racing car.
Websites
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics
Covers the content of this unit for teachers, giving practical experimental details and
theory work; could be used by learners.
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Unit 7: Health Applications of Life Science
Delivery guidance
Approaching the unit
This unit develops learners’ understanding of the concept of a healthy lifestyle and how
certain preventative measures and treatments can be used to maintain healthy living.
Learners should be given sufficient opportunity to develop understanding and skills
through the use of laboratory facilities for practical work. Access to computer facilities
will allow learners to conduct relevant research and access appropriate simulations.

Delivering the learning aims
For learning aim A you should:
●

allow learners to explore the concept of a healthy, balanced diet and discuss
possible outcomes of dietary imbalance

●

compare the dietary requirements of different age groups

●

undertake practical activities to test foods qualitatively for the presence of
nutrients

●

undertake practical activities that clearly demonstrate the effect of exercise on
the cardiovascular system

●

use findings from practical investigations and further research from books and
the internet to get learners to discuss the positive effects of exercise on the
health of the human body

●

develop learners’ understanding by discussing how relevant agencies are
educating the population to promote and improve healthy lifestyles – for
example, food pyramids, ‘5-a-day’, stopping smoking and alcohol intake.

Learning aim B focuses on how the immune system and screening programmes are
used to support healthy living. Through your teaching, and the use of suitable
educational DVDs and independent learner research, learners should:
●

develop an understanding of the principles of the immune system

●

research vaccination programmes – such as those used for MMR and HPV – and
analyse the incidence of disorder when vaccination has occurred, comparing this
to when vaccination has not occurred

●

understand the advantages and disadvantages of vaccination

●

be able to explain the advantages and disadvantages of screening programmes
(learners do not need to study screening programmes beyond those identified).

Learning aim C will allow learners to:
●

explore the use, and potential consequences of misuse, of identified simple
treatments

●

understand the use of antibiotics and how overuse has seen the evolution of
antibiotic-drug resistance – learners could discuss MRSA as an example of how
antibiotic resistance has emerged and developed

●

undertake practical investigations into the efficacy of antibiotics

●

know the principles of anti-fungal and antiviral treatments
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●

link suggested disorders to their drug treatments, applying knowledge of how a
treatment works, and the advantages and disadvantages of specific treatments

●

understand the use of simple analgesics (for example, paracetamol), along with
potential consequences of their misuse (for example, liver damage)

●

understand the principles and uses of blood grouping, blood transfusion and
organ donation

●

understand that newer treatments – such as stem cell therapy – are available;
research into the current applications of stem cell therapy could be used in a
discussion about its uses.
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Getting started
This provides you with a starting place for one way of delivering the unit,
based around the suggested assignments and tasks in the specification.
Unit 7: Health Applications of Life Science
Introduction
You could introduce the assignments for this unit by providing learners with a series of
case studies on a range of health issues appropriate to the unit content. From the case
studies provided, learners could investigate, by way of discussion and research, possible
reasons for the disorders and some screening and treatment processes available to the
public. Your teaching should include relevant practical activities to allow learners to
explore and understand the principles of the topics included in the unit content.
Learning aim A: Investigate factors that contribute to healthy living
●

A visit by an NHS dietician or a visit to a hospital trust would help to put this topic
into context.

●

Learners should revise the main food groups including proteins, carbohydrates, fats,
vitamins and minerals, and be able to understand the roles of these in the human
body. Through research activities, learners should look at the possible consequences of
over- and under-eating on the human body. You could allow learners to research the
increased incidence seen in childhood disorders (for example obesity, type 2 diabetes,
malnutrition) and discuss the potential health risks associated with such disorders. You
could provide learners with recommended websites where they can gather relevant
information. The information gathered could then be used to create a short
presentation on the topic. Qualitative tests for presence of nutrients in food should be
done to allow learners to develop an understanding of the presence of food groups in
different types of foods.

●

Learners should discuss the nutritional requirements of different age groups. They
should compare the nutritional requirements of these groups, along with differing
levels of activity.

●

The effect of exercise on the cardiovascular system should be explored practically.
Learners could be provided with a safe and appropriate schedule to follow to allow
the simple analysis of increased physical activity on the heart and lungs – for
example pulse, blood pressure and breathing rate. The evidence gathered from this
activity would allow learners to discuss the reasons why pulse, blood pressure and
breathing rate are affected during, or following, exercise.

●

You should provide learners with relevant case studies to analyse the rates of disease
and disorder in the population in relation to lifestyle choices. Such diseases and
disorders could be type 2 diabetes, obesity, malnutrition (previous research would
already have been carried out by learners).

Assignment 1: A Healthy Lifestyle*
Learning aim B: Know how preventative measures can be used to support
healthy living
●

A visit by a medical scientist from a university or a visit to a medical health centre
would help to put this topic into context.

●

Revise the principles of the immune system and the immune response in terms of
the role of the immune system in the body’s first line of defence. Compare the
physical and chemical defences. You could make use of card-matching games so that
learners could match a specific response to the type of defence mechanism used in
the body.
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●

Give learners time to research the potential advantages and disadvantages of
vaccination in the MMR and HPV programmes There is substantial website resource
available with relevant information. However, you are advised to provide a list of
relevant websites so that there is some control over the information available.
Following the research conducted, learners could work in groups to debate the
potential advantages and disadvantages of vaccination programmes.

●

You should revise the uses of screening programmes in society. Learners should
discuss screening programmes for the detection of cancer (breast and prostate),
antenatal screening (Down’s syndrome), neonatal screening (phenylketonuria) and
vascular screening (atherosclerosis). Learners could discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of the selected screening programmes. As a plenary activity, learners
could use the information discussed, and conduct additional research towards
preparing a short poster presentation on the advantages and disadvantages of using
screening programmes.

Assignment 2: Preventative Measures*
Learning aim C: Investigate how some treatments are used when illness occurs
●

A visit by an medical scientist from a university or a visit to a medical health centre
would help to put this topic into context.

●

You should revise the principles of the use of antibiotics, anti-fungal treatments,
antiviral treatments and analgesics, providing named treatments for specific
disorders.

●

Learners could compare the use of treatments and use a card-matching activity to
link identified disorders with appropriate treatments.

●

Learners could conduct a practical investigation into the efficacy of different
antibiotics to aid their understanding that certain antibiotics may be used more
effectively when the bacterial cause of infection is known.

●

There is a wealth of information available on the possible consequences of the
overuse or misuse of treatments – for example, paracetamol and antibiotics. Through
relevant research, learners should look at the overuse and misuse of drug treatments
such as paracetamol, and of antibiotics – particularly broad spectrum antibiotics.
Specific reference lists should be given to learners. An information poster could be
prepared following the research to outline the findings.

●

You should revise the principles and uses of blood grouping, blood transfusions and
organ donation. Learners should be allowed internet access to research the principles
and uses of stem cell therapy. There has been a recent increase of interesting and
engaging articles available through the news websites explaining the current
developments in stem cell therapy. Learners should investigate the current
applications of stem cell therapy, and consider the advantages and disadvantages of
this compared with traditional methods of treatment of diseases and disorders.

Assignment 3: Medical Treatments*
*Full details for the assignment and scenario can be found in the relevant
qualification specification.
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Details of links to other BTEC units and qualifications, and to other
relevant units/qualifications
● The BTEC Applied Science suite:
o Unit 1 Principles of Science
o Unit 4 Biology and Our Environment
o Unit 8 Scientific Skills

Resources
Textbooks
In addition to the resources listed below and books designed to cover GCSE Science
knowledge, publishers are likely to produce Pearson-endorsed textbooks that support
this unit of the BTEC First in Application of Science. Check the website
(www.edexcel.com/resources) for more information as titles achieve endorsement.
Ellis, P. and Macdonald, A., Reading into Science: Biology, Nelson Thornes, 2003
(ISBN 978-0-748-76799-1)
Goodfellow, D., Hocking, S. and Musa, I., BTEC First Application of Science Student
Book, Pearson Education, 2012 (ISBN 978-1-4469-0280-6)
Journals
New Scientist
A weekly science and technology magazine with diverse subject matter.
Websites
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
Suitable information for learners and teachers on all topic areas within the unit content.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/health/treatments/healthy_living/
Information includes healthy living and appropriate lifestyle changes to improve health
http://www.blood.co.uk/about-blood/
This ‘Give Blood’ website provides information, news and activities suitable for all learners.
http://www.newscientist.com/topic/stem-cells
Online journal providing good information on current research into stem cell therapy.
http://www.nhs.uk/LiveWell/healthy-eating/Pages/Healthyeating.aspx
Suitable information for both learners and teachers on healthy eating; this website has
clear headings and is written in a clear and informative manner.
http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/organ-donation/Pages/Introduction.aspx
Clear information from the NHS on organ donation and transplants; there are also some
case studies.
http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/life/human-biology/immune-system.htm
Detailed information on the functioning of the immune system; this resource provides
more challenging information.
http://www.screening.nhs.uk/
An NHS website providing information on screening programmes; suitable for both
learners and teachers.
http://www.uktransplant.org.uk/ukt/default.jsp
Provides information and case studies on organ donation and organ transplant.
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Unit 8: Scientific Skills
Delivery guidance
Approaching the unit
This unit provides an opportunity for learners to build on the practical experiences and
skills they have gained from other units. It is synoptic in nature and the essential
knowledge, understanding and skills required are covered in other units. Therefore, one
possible approach is to ensure that entire practical investigations take place during the
preceding units. However, if this approach is used it is important that the learners’
attention should be drawn to the skills they are learning, as well as to the scientific
content, possibly by adding to the investigations in preceding units a formative
assessment grid (based on the learning outcomes for this unit.
Although the contexts may be taken from the other units, this is an opportunity to
introduce other scientific contexts that your learners may enjoy investigating. To best
access the key concepts, learners should be given contexts that are familiar but that will
nevertheless interest them. More adventurous and unusual contexts, which do not appear
in the preceding units, may also be used.
Learners will explore skills through practical activities. This could start with learners
planning their own investigations. Breaking down the three main learning aims into their
individual skills is another possible approach.
Learners could work in small groups to complete entire investigations to answer questions
or hypotheses. These may be set by you or posed by the learners themselves. Group
discussions, asking key questions, working as a team member and trying out alternative
solutions may all be employed to enable learners to work together to plan investigations.

Delivering the learning aims
In the terminal examination on this unit, learners will be asked questions about science
skills they have learnt for over the course of this award.
For learning aim A, learners should:
●

explain which equipment is relevant and why – for example, they could be given
exercises asking which measuring instruments are the most useful to measure a
given volume

●

identify the key variables in an investigation and show that they are able to choose a
suitable range to investigate.

For learning aim B, learners should be able to process and present data. This is a natural
progression if they have planned an investigation themselves, but data could also be
presented for learners to process and present. However, this skill is embedded throughout
the practical work from the other units and, again, learners should be familiar with these
before starting Unit 8.
For learning aim C, learners should:
●

identify patterns in data

●

evaluate their investigations – this could be as part of other units

●

explain their conclusions by including relevant scientific ideas.

In the terminal examination for this unit, learners will have to answer skills-based
questions in the context of the content from the other three units in this Award and
knowledge gained from prior learning of the Key Stage 4 Programme of Study for Science.
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Getting started
This provides you with a starting place for one way of delivering the unit,
based around the suggested assignments and tasks in the specification.
Unit 8: Scientific Skills
Introduction
Practical activities and investigations may come from contexts investigated in previous
units or from other contexts. These will ideally be from entire investigations, but learners
may learn or practise the skills of planning, processing, presenting, analysis of data,
drawing evidence-based conclusions and evaluating their own part of the investigation.
This unit could be delivered as a standalone unit, or aspects of it covered through the
delivery of the other units in this Award. Learners will also need to practise the skills
theoretically to answer the examination questions.
Learning aim A: Understand how to produce a good plan for an investigation
Suggestions for activities linked to learning aim A in preparation for assessment
●

Learners should be introduced to, or reminded of, the different types of variables –
for example independent, dependent – so that they understand that they will have to
change one variable and measure another. This may be introduced with written
questions or a staged approach to an investigation – i.e. you and the class planning a
practical activity together. Using this approach also allows the learners to be taught
the other skills in a structured way. It is up to you whether this happens here or in
previous units. A booklet with key questions, which guides the learners through each
stage, is ideal.

●

Learners could be shown how magnesium reacts with hydrochloric acid and that
there is a temperature rise. The learners could be asked to plan the effect on
temperature of changing the mass of magnesium added to acid. The use of a
planning grid that guides learners through each step of the planning is
recommended. Learners should identify a suitable range and number of
measurements to make – they should be asked to explain why these were chosen.

●

Learners must understand the idea of control variables to ensure that data collected
are comparable or reliable. Learners could be asked what they should keep the same
and what they should change. Level 2 learners should be guided to explain how to do
this – for example, ‘I will keep the volume of acid at 25 cm3 and the concentration at
0.1 mol/dm3. This is so that the number of particles of acid is always the same’.

●

Learners should choose relevant equipment and give reasons why they have chosen
it – for example, ‘I have chosen to use hydrochloric acid, because the metal needs to
react with it. I have chosen a thermometer to measure the temperature rise’.
Pictures or diagrams of equipment with explanations to match up may be a good
activity to focus learners on this skills area.

●

Learners should identify the risks that are relevant to the method. A planning
template could be used with questions that will guide the learners to identify the
risks – for example, ‘hydrochloric acid is corrosive, I should wear gloves to protect
my skin and safety goggles to protect my eyes’.

●

Learners should write or complete a logically ordered method. This can be from their
own hypothesis or from one that you have given them – for example, ‘I think that if I
increase the amount of magnesium added to the acid the temperature rise will
increase’. One approach may initially be a written method cut up into strips that the
learners have to put in the correct order.

●

Level 2 learners should be encouraged to give their own hypothesis, and they should
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be encouraged to use their scientific knowledge when stating their hypothesis.
Learners could start to think about this by making predictions in groups and
explaining why they have made that prediction.
●

Other suitable practical activities for learners to decide how to produce a good plan
are:
o the energy produced by burning oil fractions (Unit 5)
o the effect of temperature on the colour of thermochromatic materials (Unit 5)
o the effect of increasing slope angle on the distance travelled by a marble (Unit 6)
o the effect of increasing mass on the speed of a car (Unit 6)
o the effect of increasing drop height of a paper helicopter on the time taken to fall
(Unit 6)
o the heat energy produced by burning different foods (Unit 7)
o the effect of different soaps or hand washes on bacterial growth (Unit 7).
These may also be used for learning aims B and C if you decided to teach this as a
whole investigation (recommended).

Learning aim B: Process, present and analyse data, and draw evidence-based
conclusions
Suggestions for activities linked to learning aim B in preparation for assessment.
●

Learners may be guided to build skills gradually by highlighting when these learning
aims appear in practical activities in the other units, or they may be taught through a
whole-investigation approach.

●

Learners could be asked to present data that you have given them from a practical,
or they could plan their own table from a whole investigation. They could be told the
independent and dependent variables, or they may already have planned these in
learning aim A. One approach would be the learners planning how the angle of a
slope affects the distance travelled by a marble or a toy car rolling down it. They
could then be guided to complete a blank table with the correct headings, units and
range of independent variables. A large A3 table could be presented to small groups,
who could place cards with the data and headings in the correct places.

●

Having collected data from completing a practical activity, or from data you have
provided, learners should identify an appropriate level of accuracy to record the results
– they would need to decide whether to use significant figures and, if so, to what
degree.

●

With the data they have collected, or have been provided with, learners should
identify any anomalous results and decide how to deal with them. This may best be
practised in theory first, with a set of exemplar data that includes anomalies. Key
questions may be asked of learners about the correct way to calculate a mean from
the data – for example, ‘I decided to omit anomalous values when calculating a
mean’ or ‘When drawing a line of best fit, I went past the anomalous points at 10°
and 45°’. Learners could be given model answers and asked to comment on the
quality of responses given and how they would improve them.

●

Learners should be able to draw and interpret graphs of data. You could initially present
learners with data and give a lesson on graph drawing, or the skill could be included in a
whole investigation. Again, exemplar graphs for the learners to critique is a possible
approach. This is linked to the other learning aims in B – either anomalies will have been
dealt with before plotting the graph or the graph may be used to help in identifying
anomalous results. Learners should ideally be presented with opportunities to draw
different types of graphs, and to draw lines of best fit with line graphs. This would allow
them to see where results do not fit into the pattern obtained – or would highlight errors
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in the experimental process. Data collected from an investigation on soundproofing is
likely to be suited to a bar chart, but increasing the slope angle and investigating its
effect on a car will be suited to a line graph and also give learners an opportunity to
draw a line of best fit.
●

Learners should expand their understanding of anomalies to be able to explain why
they occur, why they do not fit into the pattern of results and where errors in the
experimental process may have caused them. This is likely to be easier for learners if
they have experienced the practical activity first hand, particularly if they planned it
themselves – for example, ‘I did not grind the rosemary as well as the other herbs
and may not have got the same amount of active ingredient as I did with the other
herbs used’. Key questions that guide learners through the process are essential.

●

Learners should explain what has happened in a practical and discuss any trends or
patterns seen in the data. Again, one approach is to practise these skills either in
isolation or from data collected from a practical activity that the learners were
instructed how to carry out. Worksheets showing different patterns in data could be
presented to the learners so that they are able to identify proportional relationships,
correlations and quantitative relationships – for example, ‘I can see that as I
increased the height I dropped my helicopter from, the time taken to hit the floor
increased. Doubling the height did not double the time taken, but did show a positive
correlation’.

●

Learners will need to be able to draw evidence-based conclusions from the results
and patterns they have observed. To help develop these skills, learners could work in
groups to discuss what they think the evidence they have collected shows – they
should be able to explain the conclusion and explain to each other how the evidence
demonstrates this. This needs to be done in conjunction with practice at writing this
in a clear and concise manner.

●

Other practical activities suitable for showing learners how to process, present and
analyse data, and draw evidence-based conclusions, are:
o the effect on temperature of changing the concentration or volume of hydrochloric
acid added to sodium hydroxide (Unit 5)
o the effect on temperature of changing the mass of magnesium added to acid (Unit
5)
o the effect of increasing the surface area of a parachute on the time taken to fall
(Unit 6)
o the relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection (Unit 6)
o the effectiveness of different materials in soundproofing a bell (Unit 6)
o the effect of wire length or thickness on resistance (Unit 7)
o the effect of herbs on bacterial growth (Unit 7).
These may also be used for learning aims A and C if you decided to teach this as a
whole investigation (recommended).

Learning aim C: Evaluate evidence and investigative methods
Suggestions for activities linked to learning aim C in preparation for assessment.
●

44

Learners need to evaluate collected evidence and the method used to collect the
evidence. Again, approaches are variable and flexible enough for you to use the method
they feel is most suitable. Learners find evaluating to be a challenging activity and
should ideally be taught the skill first with exemplar data. A familiar context will help
learners to make the links between the method and the quality of data – for example,
you could present a method used to test the taste of different kinds of chocolate. You
could have rated the chocolates in different categories and established a final value.
Learners should be guided with key questions towards recognising the subjective nature
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of the experiment and seeing that the different kinds of chocolate were not the same
mass or chemical composition.
●

Learners need to collect, or be presented with, data that allows them to comment on
the extent to which the evidence supports a conclusion. Some conclusions could be
presented with data, and the learners could identify which conclusion is the most
reliable.

●

Learners should refer back to their hypothesis, or the hypothesis they were given,
and suggest whether the evidence supports this – for example, ‘The hypothesis was
correct, because the data show that as more mass was placed on the car it travelled
further each time’.

●

Learners should not only suggest improvements but also appropriate ways of
extending an investigation. They could be presented with data about the effect of
antibiotic discs on bacterial growth. If discs of 1, 2 and 10 mg are used, learners may
suggest that doses between 2 and 10 mg should be tested, so that the lowest
effective dose may be identified.

●

Other suitable practical activities for learners to learn how to evaluate evidence and
investigative methods are:
o the temperature changes associated with different chemical reactions (Unit 5)
o the viscosities of different oils or oil fractions (Unit 5)
o the factors that affect the rate of fermentation (Unit 5)
o the relationship between the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection (Unit 6)
o the effect of light intensity on the voltage produced by an LDR (Unit 6)
o the effect of temperature on the voltage produced by a thermistor (Unit 6)
o the force required to move blocks covered with different grades of sandpaper (Unit
6)
o the heat energy produced by burning different foods (Unit 7)
o the food groups present in a selection of foods (Unit 7)
o the sugar present in different drinks (Unit 7)
o the effect of antibiotic discs on bacterial growth (Unit 7).
These may also be used for learning aims A and B if you decided to teach this as a
whole investigation (recommended).
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Details of links to other BTEC units and qualifications, and to other
relevant units/qualifications
● The BTEC Applied Science suite:
o Unit 5: Applications of Chemical Substances
o Unit 6: Applications of Physical Science
o Unit 7: Health Applications of Life Science
Because this unit is synoptic in nature, learners may study the skills as part of the
other units in the specification. Explicit reference will need to be made to the skills if
this approach is used. This will ensure that learners are aware of the specific skills
tested by the terminal examination for Unit 8.
Investigations linked to the other units in the specification are indicated in the outline
learning plan. This list is not exhaustive and any science-based investigation could be
used to assist learners in developing the necessary skills that make up this unit.

Resources
Textbooks
In addition to the resources listed below and books designed to cover GCSE Science
knowledge, publishers are likely to produce Pearson-endorsed textbooks that support
this unit of the BTEC First in Application of Science. Check the website
(www.edexcel.com/resources) for more information as titles achieve endorsement.
Goodfellow, D., Hocking, S. and Musa, I., BTEC First Application of Science Student
Book, Pearson Education, 2012 (ISBN 978-1-4469-0280-6)
Websites
www.islephysics.net
Comprehensive learning system for introductory physics that engages learners in
experiences mirroring those of practising scientists
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-biology
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-chemistry
http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-physics
These websites cover the content of this unit for teachers and have practical
experimental details and some theory work.
www.technologytom.com
Details of all sorts of different science investigations covering the main areas of
physical science.
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Annexe
Assessment command words
Most assessment and grading criteria start with a command word − ‘describe’,
‘explain’, ‘evaluate’, etc. These words relate to how complex a learners’ answer
should be.
Learners will need to provide evidence that meets the command-word requirements
of a criterion. For instance if the command word is ‘describe’ evidence must provide a
description in the learner’s own words. (A diagram on its own for ‘describe’ is not
sufficient, but a diagram may be used to help aid the description.) Some words in the
assessment criteria grids have particular meaning in the science sector. For guidance
definitions are given below.
Word

Meaning

Analyse

Examine methodically and in detail, typically in order to interpret.

Calculate

To numerically determine a solution, showing your working out in
stages.

Compare

To contrast the main factors relating to two or more
items/situations against each other.

Define

To describe accurately a concept e.g. convection.

Describe

Give a clear series of statements that include all the relevant
features (think of it as ‘painting a picture with words’).

Develop

Expand existing system or situation.

Draw

Can be used in two ways – either to ask you to draw a diagram,
or to produce a graph or table of results. Remember that
diagrams of scientific apparatus should be shown as simple line
diagrams, not as 3D pictures.

Evaluate

Judge the reliability and validity of a conclusion based upon all of
the known evidence. Give evidence for each of your views or
statements and for counter arguments.

Explain

Provide detail which shows understanding of a description and
give reasons and/or evidence to support the points you are
making. Start by introducing the topic then give the ‘how’ or
‘why’.

Identify

Recognise or indicate the main features or purpose of an object.

Interpret

To explain trends and data from experimental results / tables of
data.

Investigate

To carefully search for facts / evidence by research or
observation.

Measure

To determine the exact dimensions, properties or characteristics
of a subject e.g. force, rate, growth.

Name

To set out a word or term by which an object is known.

Process

To carry out work by following a given set of instructions or
method.

Produce

To create, construct or make.
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